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Editor's Note
Roots to River Farm is an organic farm in its first year of operation. It is owned and managed by Bucks County
native Malaika Spencer. She’s worked on farms throughout the world and has managed small projects, but has
never taken on such a large endeavor. Even with a world of knowledge, not everything can prepare Spencer for
the unpredictable nature of farming. This occasional series will document life as a young farmer and the
successes and struggles of Roots to River’s first year.
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By Stephanie Veto Staff photographer

Roots to River Farm owner Malaika Spencer and
assistant manager Amanda Midkiff are busy planting
seeds and buds in their bright and warm greenhouse in
Solebury — well protected from the cool morning air.
Spencer is a few months into the first year of owning and
operating her farm. She and Midkiff have been
transitioning 12.5 acres of leased farmland that was
previously used for commercial production into an
organic agricultural space.

Stephanie Veto / Staff Photographer

Amanda Midkiff and Candice Lannette cover rows of
young plants to protect them at Roots to River Farm in
Solebury Township.
Buy this photo

Day after day, the farmers fill rows and rows of crates
with fresh dirt and gently place the delicate newborn
buds in their own cups. The crates are positioned on
tables to rest and mature under the protection of the
greenhouse until they’re strong enough to be planted
outside.
The women tediously label each row of plants with their
dirt-encrusted fingers as they log what they plant and
when in a thick blue binder.
The occasional rain shower patters on the plastic roof of
the greenhouse, drowning out the radio playing in the
background.

View all 21 images in gallery.

Malaika’s tips for organic garden
practices
Organic weed practices: Instead of using
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herbicide, mulch your garden with straw, wood chips
or plastic to keep the weeds down.

regularly.

Organic pest control: Cover brassicas (cabbage,
cauliflower, broccoli, brussels sprouts) and
cucurbitas (squash, pumpkin, zucchini) with a row
cloth to keep out flea beetles and cucumber beetles.
Organic sprays such as Bacillus thuringiensis and
pyrethrin can help with cabbageworms, leafhoppers
and harlequin bugs. Garlic and mineral oil sprays
can work for aphids. However, the best way to
control pests is to help encourage beneficial bugs
such as ladybugs and spiders to keep the pests
down. When you spray a pesticide, it affects those
populations, too, and then your garden has no
natural defenses for its pest problems.

“With that sort of agriculture, you’re not putting very
much back into the soil,” Spencer said. “You’re taking
away and then you’re adding synthetic fertilizers that are
not naturally found.”

Organic disease prevention: Diseases are harder
to control organically once you have them. The key
is to keep your plants as healthy as possible.
Controlling pests that may be paths to disease and
keeping leaves up off the ground either by staking or
mulching will help control soil-borne diseases.
Making sure the plants have enough room for
ventilation and plenty of sun to dry out after they get
wet is another good way to prevent fungal diseases.

To fix this, the women have added mushroom compost
to the soil. They also added soybean meal, fish emulsion
and other nutrient-dense materials to the soil at the
vegetable roots to help with fertilization. Plus, they tilled
the soil to aerate it.

Spencer said she and Midkiff, a full-time intern and a
part-time farmer, are working hard to rehabilitate the soil.
But before they started working the land, a soil test
revealed there were hardly any organic matter or
nutrients left.
Nutrient-dense soil is essential to growing crops
organically, and growing on land with poor soil presents
a major challenge for the organic farmers, Spencer said.

“We’re really going to be focusing on keeping the health
of the soil and natural biology that’s there to provide
nutrients for our plants,” Spencer said.
Because they use no chemicals, weeds, insects and
other pests and disease become a concern.

Related Galleries
Photo gallery: Roots to River Farm
Images from Roots to River Farm in Solebury, an
organic farm in its first year of operation.

Spencer said everything they do will follow organic
practices. However, the USDA requires a three-year
buffer period between having a traditional agriculture
farm and bringing it back into a much-healthier organic
system, she said.
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“After three years, we’ll be able to be certified organic,
which just means we’ll be getting more credit for the
things that we’ve been doing,” Spencer said.
Until then, theirs will be considered a transitional organic
farm. But like all the challenges of farming, that doesn’t
deter Spencer.
“Organic agriculture is to me a very obvious step in the
right direction,” she said. “We’re getting actual nutrients
into our bodies from what we’re nurturing, to be the life
that we need.”
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OFFICE HELP - P/T Coffee distribution
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OFFICE HELP - P/T Coffee distribution company,
Tullytown desires P/T Help for office including
customer service. Must be comfortable with Excel,
Quickbooks &amp; must be detail oriented. Hrs:
Mon-Fri, 7am-11am. Please email your resume to:
Scott@qualityexpresscoffee.com

CONSTRUCTION LABORERS Robert T.
Winzinger, Inc., Hainesport,
CONSTRUCTION LABORERS Robert T. Winzinger,
Inc., Hainesport, NJ, hiring 5 temporary
Construction Laborers to work in Burlington,
Camden and Gloucester Counties, NJ from
3/10/2014 to 12/1/2014. Perform manual labor in
the excavation/demolition of construction sites using
hand/power tools including high lift, chainsaw,
acetylene torch, air hammers, earth tampers,
cement mixers, small mechanical hoists, surveying
and measuring equipment, and a variety of other
equipment/instruments. Requires physical stamina.
Perform prolonged bending, reaching, stooping, and
heavy lifting up to 60 lbs and 100 lbs two person lift.
Work outdoors/in extreme temperatures/in adverse
weather. Workers must work at heights of up to 4
stories. Drug testing may be conducted throughout
the employment period at no cost to the worker. No
education/experience required. Workers must report
to office for daily work assignment(s). All worksites
are within a 50 mile radius of Hainesport, NJ.
Non-local employees are reimbursed the
reasonable costs incurred for inbound transportation
to the place of employment in the first work week.
Employer provides all tools/safety gear at no cost.
Daily transportation provided to worksites from
office at no cost. Transportation provided to office
from a central location at no cost. Overtime may be
offered and, if worked, will be paid at time and one
half the regular hourly rate. Hourly wage $20.86.
Mon-Fri, 8 hrs (8:00 AM to 5:00 PM); 40hrs/ wk.
Severe weather may affect the number of available
hours during a work week. Weekend work may be
required. Fax/email/mail resumes to: (609)
267-4079, audrey@winzinger.com P.O. Box 537,
Hainesport, NJ 08036
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